
Step 1: Print out our
downloadable alphabet chart.
Get your little ones to say

each letter aloud.
 

Step 2: Ask your little
learners to sing the ABC song. 

 
Step 3: Use our free resource
and get your kids to match
the letters to the correct

picture. 
 

Step 4: Use this resource to
trace and copy the letters of

the alphabet. 
 

Step 5: Can you make your
own alphabet!? Check out our

example here.
 

Kids Animal
Exercises

Designed By Teachers

Suitable For All Ages

Try these fun and healthy

Animal Exercises to help

increase balance, build strength

and increase flexibility!



From a low squatting position, jump

forward. Return to your squat.

Come into a low squat and hang out, like a

bunny sitting on the grass. Encourages

mobility in the low back and hips.

Turn yourself over and crawl on your

hands and feet with your butt low.

This builds shoulder mobility, as well

as upper body and core strength.

Come into a kneeling lunge and let your front

foot turn out, away from your body. Come low

into the lunge, letting the thigh and hip rotate

outward. Stretches hip flexors (on the back

leg), and rotators (front leg).

Frog jump

Bunny sit

Crab crawl

Pidgeon lunge



On all fours, crawl on your hands and

feet with your butt high and abs

engaged. This is great for building upper

back and shoulder strength.

Bend forward at the hips and let

your trunk (arms) dangle beneath

you. Stretches hamstrings, shoulders,

and low back.

From a forearm plank, crawl one

arm forward at a time to move

your body across the ground. You

can do this with hips lifted or low.

Reach your arms overhead and imagine

they are the neck of a giraffe reaching up

into the trees. Lean to one side and the

other. Stretches the shoulders, the lats,

and obliques.

Bear crawl

Elephant dangle

Alligator drag

Giraffe stretch


